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Man is the only animal that can
remain on friendly terms with
the victims he intends to eat
until he eats them.
Samuel Butler

Bull vs Bull: ANTIKARDASHIAN
WHAT WUT!?
By Kara Bakowski
~ Daily Bull ~

President Obama has recently
made it clear that he does
not like his children watching Keeping Up with the Kardashians. But can you blame
them? Of all the shows for
middle-school-aged girls to
watch, Keeping Up with the
Kardashians provides a terrible
influence that is only eclipsed
by the performance of Snooki
and the other fist-pumpers of
the Shore.
His girls are expected to be
professional, proper angels
in the eyes of the media. The
Kardashian sisters are anything
but proper angels. While Mrs.
Obama may be fine with the
girls watching it if they learn a
lesson, do they really learn the
lessons? Kourt, Kim, and Khloe
don’t seem to (editor’s note:
OMG KKK EVEN THEIR NAMES
ARE EVIL). Every episode
involves them flaring up at
their mom, significant others,
...see What is This on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like labels!

Bull vs Bull: Kardashian Glory!

MTU ACHIEVEMENTS UNLOCKED: EXPANSION PACK!

by Alex Dinsmoor ~ Daily Bull

Recently, President Obama publicly stated his dislike that his daughters watched
the popular television show Keeping Up
With The Kardashians. This announcement angered not only bloggers around
the world, but also the Kardashian family.
We as a nation cannot stand here when
our president bashes the perfect model
American family!
For those of you who are uncultured CS
students, Keeping Up With The Kardashians is a show portraying a famous family
and their daily doings, from doing half naked photo shoots for PETA, to getting XRay scans of their breast implants to compare them to their daughter’s extensive
posteriors. Such activities as these and
more shine a light into the household of
an average family.

the first family does allow their children
some freedom when it comes to their
television choices. However, Barack does
not always enjoy their children’s favorite
shows.
“Barack really thinks some of the Kardashian - when they watch that stuff - he
doesn’t like that as much,” The first lady
stated. “I’m more concerned with how
they take it in - what did you learn when
you watched that, and if they are learning
the right lessons, like, that was crazy, then
I’m like, okay.”
Even though Michelle knows that some of
the tactics that the show portrays aren’t
what the average person would call
“normal.” the first lady knows that when

...see I Don’t Even on back

Obama’s distaste
for the show
came into light
after a recent
interview
with
the first lady, Michelle
Obama,
on their children’s
television habits.
Michelle noted
that even though
The Kardashians are such great role models that even the
they are strict White House cat wants to be like Khloe! The first kitty is
on some issues, quoted as saying, “I want to make the boys meeee-owwww.

For those of you who don’t know the
original acheivements, check our Facebook!

JUST A NUMBER
Be a guy on Tech (5)

GROUPIE
Post on the Bull Facebook page (11)

BECOME A MAN
Learn that Friendship is Magic (10)

THE DAILY BEARD
Participate in no-shave November (30)

INFILTRATE THE ENEMY
Use a lab that’s not for your major (5)

WATCHING PAINT DRY
Sober Winter Carnival (25)

IT’S RAINING MONEY
Catch a coupon at a hockey game (30)

THE GODS HAVE SMILED UPON YOU
Turn 21 on a Friday (21)

EXILE
Quit a sorority/fraternity (40)

CRAFTY
Make an MTU building in Minecraft (10)

GET YOUR GREEK ON
Join a sorority/fraternity (30)

FUCK THE PO-LICE
Have an illegal thing in your room (15)

ALONE IN THE DARK
Study so long the lights go out (10)

TRANSCEND THE FRIEND ZONE
Self-explanatory (40)

SCHWETTY BALLS
Take a saw-nuh (5)

THE GREY GOOSE ANALYSIS
Do hw/lab report drunk (10)

NIGHT OWL
Go without sleep for 48 hours (48)

CANNONBALL
Do a polar bear plunge (25)

ARE THERE GREMLINS IN THE LANES?
Bowl over 100 at the MUB (20)

NEED MY HEADPHONES
Reject sexile (60)
CONTINUED ON BACK
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

We Deliver All Over This Place
Just Call For A Hot Studio Pizza!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100
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or each other, with no deviation from social behavior and what is not. It’s the age when we
show to show. Not a healthy example all cussed each other’s faces off because we thought
for America’s not-so-little girls.
it was cool, and when we learned what sex was. Sasha and Malia are at the age where anything will be an
Speaking of unhealthy examples… Kim influence, and I for one don’t want to see them making
has a sex tape. Is that
asses of themselves in front of internaREALLY what we want
tional officials (“Mister Sarkozy looks
America’s sweethearts
like a fuckin’ bro!”) . And not everything
doing when they grow
is bleeped – vocabulary like “bitch”
up? Kourtney has a
and “douchebag” is thrown around
child out of wedlock.
like socks during zombie season.
While that works fine
for her, not all of us
Obama’s got the right idea. Judgment
have a famous family, a
of his parenting skills could be on the
TV show, and millions
line. Whatever chances of re-election
of dollars to our name. Khloe is the only he had would disappear if his girls start acting like norsister that could be considered a good mal middle-schoolers. As a parent whose job relies on
example, and that just gets overshad- his public image, you can’t blame him.
owed because she has to deal with the
... I Don’t Even from front.
other two.
you look beyond the sex tapes and the excessive self
And the swearing. Could you imagine branding, the Kardashian family is in a way like every
Sasha coming up to her father and say- family in this great nation; doing what they can to make
ing “DADDY YOU’RE A BITCH I WANNA it day by day in this crazy would we live in.
WATCH THE SHOW?” Oh the nightmares and bad press. The girls are at the With the first lady on our side, we as a nation must
age where we learn what is acceptable understand that although we may love our president
for some things, his distaste for Keeping Up With The
Kardashians cannot be tolerated. The Kardashian sisters are role models for the youth of this nation; they
express their inner creativity, they are independent
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ful! Such shining role models should be praised in the
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AIR
ARMOR
BEDROCK
BRICK
CACTUS
CAKE
CLAY
COAL
COBBLESTONE
COW
CREEPER
DIAMOND

DIRT
DOOR
ENDERMEN
GLASS
GLOWSTONE
GOLD
GRAVEL
ICE
IRON
JACK-O-LANTERN
LAPIS LAZULI
LAVA

ONE DOES NOT SIMPLY WALK TO WALLY WORLD
Walk to Walmart (25)

We as a nation must learn that even though our PresiMONEYBAGS
dent doesn’t enjoy an intellectual show based upon a
Work
off-campus (15)
family whose love for this great nation surpasses even
the most passionate patriot, doesn’t mean the show is
RIAA MEANS REALLY INTERESTED AND ATTENTIVE
bad, and in fact we all should strive to be more like the Get a warning for illegally-downloaded content (20)
Kardashians. The life lessons learned from their show
are so profound, every citizen should observe then,
AIN’T NO MOUNTAIN HIGH ENOUGH
even if our president does not approve. Obama may Go to the top accessible floor in every building (10)
be our President and the father of his kids, but this is a
ORPHAN THANKSGIVING
free country and his kids should be allowed to watch
Spend Thanksgiving away from your family (15)
what ever promiscuous shows they want!

LEAVES
MINE
NETHERRACK
PIG
PISTON
RAIL
RAIN
REDSTONE
RIDE THE PIG
SAND
SERVER
SHEEP

SIGN
SNOW
SOULSAND
SPIDER
STAIR
STICK
STONE
TORCH
WATER
WOOD
WOOL
ZOMBIE

TWO-FACED
Play on 2 teams in broomball (20)
MAN’S BEST FRIEND
Walk a dog at the Humane Society (5)
GETTIN’ SOME PUSSY
Pet a cat at the Humane Society (5)
LEAVIN’ ON A JETPLANE
Fly out of Houghton County Airport (20)
INDECENT EXPOSURE
Get caught in a fire drill less than fully clothed (15)

